As to the respective quantitative evaluation of the professional technical personnel and managers in institution, the evaluation factors and their specific weights has been introduced by the questionnaire investigation and analytical hierarchy process (AHP) in this paper. To improve the rationality and justice, the weight of sub-factor attached to certain factors need to be revised further by the difficulty coefficient mechanism. To be specific, the preference of the employees and the present situation in this institution should be taken into consideration. At last, the weight calculation mechanism has been proposed for the fusion evaluation model based on neutrality principle.
Introduction
The result of examination and evaluation has impact on the distribution of the performance salary, training, engagement of position, etc. of the examined. Reasonable, perfect and effective evaluation system plays a key role for motivating employees. For scientific research institution, the evaluation is one of the core content of management. At present, there exist two problems in quantitative evaluation management for most of the units, one is that the quantitative assessment system is designed with faultiness, the other is lack of sufficient basis theoretical. As is well known, the quantitative analysis methods mainly include expert consulting method and analytic hierarchy process (AHP).
Usually normal AHP must assume independency among criteria, although it is difficult to choose enough independent criteria. Inner dependence method AHP is one technique of solving this kind of problem even in case of criteria have dependency. However, the comparison matrix often does not have enough consistency when AHP or Inner dependence method is used since, for instance, a problem may contain too many criteria for decision making. In these cases, we consider that answers from decision-makers (i.e. components of the comparison matrix) have ambiguity or fuzziness. Nevertheless, these kinds of methods have strong subjectivity with out of the objective attribute of the current situation. In a word, the individual preferences of leaders may affect the judgment results of evaluation.
According to the above problem, a novel quantitative evaluation approach based on the AHP and the difficulty coefficient algorithm with neutrality principle is proposed in this paper. Such benefit is that there are both subjective preference of broad employees, also consider the exist situation. The factors and the corresponding quantification scores are determined through the questionnaire and analysis of objective conditions which improve the management level and the scientific nature. 
Framework of quantitative evaluation system
The basic principle of quantitative evaluation system is continuity, equity and publicity. The model is based on the weighted method and differentiated by different post. The evaluation system function can be described as follows
Where P denotes total score of employees, α i denotes the weighting of element i, A i denotes the scores in element i of employees. In view of the institution is mainly composed of two posts, namely professional technical and management. According to the characteristics of the posts, the quantitative appraisal system is built respectively in order to reflect the comprehensive efficiency of each post personnel. Around the above principle, primary evaluation factors are designed as shown in table1 for professional personnel and management personnel respectively. The proposed approach for calculating weight Primary factors of evaluation system has been determined above, some primary factors need to determine the secondary factors (such as scientific research and commendations situation), as well as the weight scores of each evaluation factor. AHP was proposed by Saaty T.L. in 1977. The method has been popular and widely used in the field of decision making, since it can reflect humans feelings naturally. A pairwise comparison matrix C is created from questionnaire of whole employees. 
In addition, for diagonal elements c ij =1(when i=j). The lower triangular components and diagonal elements are c ij =1/c ji . The order in C from left to right is in accordance with factors contained in 
That is to say it is passed the consistency inspection. Because the quantitative evaluation system is designed as the form of scoring, the elements in vector W has been timed twenty and taken the integer portion. It can be obtained the score of elements W 1 =[ 8 6 5 1 6 12 3 6] T 。 By analyzing further, it can be known that multiple secondary factors are contained in some primary factors, such as scientific research situation include thesis, patents, standards, project and so on. Even, in such a paper categories, there are divided into several levels including SCI indexed papers, EI indexed papers and papers in core journals according to the classification standard from the Chinese academy of sciences. For the same kinds of quantitative attributes, difficulty coefficient algorithm is proposed to calculate the scores of secondary factors based on the investigation and analysis of present situation. According to statistics of existing achievements, the project which has largest number is the lowest difficulty coefficient, and the difficulty coefficient is set to one for basis, then the difficulty coefficient calculation formula of remainder projects can be described as follows
Where S ref denotes the ratio of lowest difficulty coefficient, κ j denotes the correction factor. When S j =0, it is indicated that there is a large difficulty in actual and it need to be determined the score separately for such item. For other items, the score is equal to the difficulty coefficient multiplied by the basic score. Take thesis project as example, the specific calculation method based on proposed difficulty coefficient approach is introduced detailed. According to the classification standard from Chinese academy of sciences, the paper is classified as SCI indexed papers, EI indexed papers, papers in core journals and papers in non-core ordinary journals. As is well-known, the paper in non-core ordinary journal is the least difficult difficulty which is set to one for basis. According to the statistical data available, the ratio of SCI indexed papers is 0, ratio of EI indexed papers is 3.3%, ratio of papers in core journals is 4.2%, ratio of papers in non-core ordinary journals is 92.5%. However, with reference to the normal scientific laws, ratio relationship of each level should be 1:3:6:18, so the correction coefficient of EI indexed papers and papers in core journal is 1.7 and 1.6 respectively. By the difficulty coefficient calculation formula, the score of EI indexed papers and papers in core journal are 15 and 12 respectively.
Summary
Quantitative evaluation problem is very complicated which need to continue to research and explore continuously. A perfect quantitative evaluation system can not be completed in a short time, while it may be a continuous feedback and correction process. A novel weight calculation mechanism has been proposed for the fusion evaluation model based on neutrality principle which can stimulate the enthusiasm in work and stabilize the mentality of the employees to some certain.
